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CHAPTERR 8: 
Science,, Technology and Entertainment: the Social Organisation of Their Representation 

Overview w 
Thee strict hierarchical arrangement between French scientists and practical men, such as the 
Lumières,, was not repeated in Britain and the United States. The indicators that have been 
mappedd in the previous chapters show that, for the better part of the 19th century, the 
dominancee of theoretical science in determining truth was not absolute, nor did its 
progressivee claim to authority go unchallenged. It was not until the middle of the 20th 
centuryy that the supremacy of abstraction over other ways of knowing the world became an 
acceptedd orthodoxy. Alexandre Koyré, who argued that the history of science was essentially 
aa history of ideas, underwrote modern science by claiming that the causes of the new world 
viewss brought about by the scientific revolution in the 17th century were reducible to 

.... two fundamental and closely connected actions that I characterised as the 
destructionn of the cosmos and the geometricisation of space, that is the 
substitutionn for the conception of the world as a finite well-ordered whole, in 
whichh the spatial structure embodied a hierarchy of perfection and value [for] that 
off  an indefinite or even infinite universe no longer united by natural 
subordination,, but unified only by the identity of its ultimate and basic 
componentss and laws; and the replacement of the Aristotelian conception of 
spacee — a differentiated set of innerworldly place — by that of Euclidean 
geometryy — an essentially infinite and homogeneous extension — from now on 
consideredd as identical with the real space of the world.214 

Inn contrast to Koyré's hierarchical methodology of proceeding from abstractions (ideas) to 
outcomess (inventions), moree recent studies have examined the neglected history of scientific 
practice.. Stephen Gooding, Trevor Pinch, and Simon Schaffer, among others, have 
approachedd science as a cognitive activity, tracing its practice as thoughts and actions by 
looking,, especially, at the evidence of experiments and laboratory notes.235 This emphasis on 
thee sociology of knowledge has directed attention away from the well-honed claims of 
historiess written from the vantage point of scientific outcomes, towards patterns of thought, 
contingenciess and responses to failure that ultimately contribute meaning to an experimental 
practice.2166 These revisionist approaches to the history of science marshal hard evidence 
fromm notebooks to show how the processes of scientific practice shape the final conclusions, 
andd posit a much closer integration of science and technology than histories of ideas.237 

Edwinn Lay ton's survey of the communities of scientists and engineers in the United States 
duringg the 19th century also suggests a much more symmetrical relationship between the 
discoursess of science and technology. Starting from a contemporary study of American 
militaryy projects, he notes that technology was often not the outcome of pure research but, 
inn many cases, actually led science, and concludes that the traditional model of the science-
technologyy relationship is in need of revision.238 With this in mind, he revisits history and 
stressess the need to recognise a discontinuity between "Newtonian mechanics" and the 
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"goldenn age" of mechanical invention in the 19th century. As he points out, although there 
weree attempts to introduce scientific methodology from the end of the 18th century which 
weree not especially effective in establishing the priority of theoretical approaches to 
scientificc knowledge, it was late 19th century engineers who provided the necessary 
commitmentt "to do", and who made significant achievements in the acquisition of 
knowledge.. As the case of Edison shows, utilitarian technologists in the United States were 
readyy to adopt the experimental procedures of scientists. For example, Edison's method for 
findingg the right material for electric light bulb filaments was one in which an hypothesis 
wass tested experimentally in order to find a filament that did not immediately oxidise and 
faill  until a reliable result could support a theory. This overlap of method suggests that 
Edison'ss constant reference to his Menlo Park and West Orange complexes as laboratories 
wass not an inflationary public relations gesture of personal aggrandisement — raising the 
statuss of commerce to science — but an indication of a general regard for American 
technologyy in the second half of the 19th century, certainly among a non-professional 
constituency,, as continuous with the European foundation of a science born of experimental 
practice. . 

Whilstt Thomas Edison's practical method as a scientist was celebrated in the United States, 
hiss European counterparts were not so well respected. Jules Carpentier and Robert Paul, for 
example,, were workshop-based practitioners of a distinct profession which was 
overshadowedd by scientists. Their methodology was one of prototype building and 
refinementt in order to satisfy pre-determined objectives or commissions by 
experimentalists,, such as the Lumières. Although it is documented that practical scientists 
suchh as these secured new scientific insight through a brilliant creative application of 
engineeringg procedures, their professional status was subordinate to academics and 
memberss of the Royal Society.239 As practical instrument-makers and technologists, they 
weree forcefully disengaged from the scientific discourses by a professional refusal to accept 
theirr findings or allow them access to some of the very laboratory apparatus that they built. 
Althoughh less well documented than the acrimonious exchanges between these two arms of 
scientificc research, the public too had a stake in this separation. In the previous chapters, the 
modalitiess of display and publication have been shown to intimately bound up with the 
nationallyy specific politics of the representation of knowledge. 

Centrall  to this dispute is the claim that science, or at least the knowledge that we gain 
throughh scientific investigations, is preceded by the instrumentation that we use in 
experimentss to determine truth. Don Hide argues that instrumentation has become embodied 
too the degree that we can regard scientific instruments as body extensions since we do not 
alwayss distinguish between instrumental reality and reality perceived through the senses. 
Thee example he uses of this kind of instrumentation/truth relationship is the microscope 
which,, he has argued, provided a view of the sub-optical which can only be understood 
throughh processes of professional consensus.240 Consequently for Ihde, to claim scientific 
supremacyy is to ignore the determining effect of technology on the investigative process. 
Bothh Layton and Ihde argue a relationship between technology and science that is 
significantlyy different from its understanding today. Their claims, based on empirical data 
andd theory respectively, describe a particularly modern condition not implicit in the 
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Enlightenmentt project nor entirely shared by the end of the 19th century. The processes 
throughh which science eventually acquired the epistemic status that we know today were 
influentiall  for inventors and public alike at the close of the 19th century because they shaped 
thee expectations of science and technology which formed the basis of their representation of 
mentall  models. 

Thee social organisation of scientific knowledge 
Thee processes of negotiation between technologists' competing representations of mental 
modelss towards the end of the 19th century, was inflected by the shifting social status 
betweenn scientists and technologists. In science, the imperatives of a career structure 
establishedd a learned society and a professoriate that restricted participation in scientific 
practice.. Members of the Royal Society and academic institutions had access to elaborate 
laboratoryy apparatus and measuring devices that were not readily available to technologists 
orr the lay person. As a consequence, scientists were able to make claims about reality that 
weree not easily tested by non-professionals. These techniques of scientific experimentation 
constructedd an idealised model of an observer whose subjective responses to events was 
apparentlyy eliminated. By using sophisticated instrumentation, scientists could claim a 
superiorr objectivity and assert a sense of priority over their perception of the truth. Direct 
observationn by amateurs, at one time highly regarded, was discounted, while technologists 
weree reassigned to building the experimental apparatus and developing useful things as 
outcomess of new scientifically-acquired knowledge. In this distribution of power, the 
processess of negotiating representations of truth met the bourgeois imperatives of social 
controll  much better. Technologists' practice favoured unsubstantiated hunches, risk and 
entrepreneuriall  flair. Much as they might admire this, bourgeois culture preferred the social 
stabilityy of science's corporate caution and considered world-view. Despite evidence to the 
contrary,, as seen in previous chapters, the work of technology became solely understood as 
thee application of scientific knowledge to the project of changing the environment in 
responsee to the demands of the market — the need to increase industrial capacity and 
producee new products etc. In effect, the mental models and the representational possibilities 
openn to inventors, such as Edison, Lumière and Paul, have been retrospectively shaped, and 
evenn limited, by their social positioning as essentially commercial men in an ever-
strengtheningg hierarchy of science, technology and the general public, despite their own 
resistancee to such categorisation. 

Forr 19th century British technologists/inventors in particular, the new hierarchy was a 
significantt shift in their former status that affected the way in which they solved problems. 
Duringg the preceding centuries, and for the first half of the 19th century, theoretical science 
andd the practical arts were neither independent studies nor discrete topics with their own 
professionall  routines; they constituted a discourse which, in many ways is not immediately 
recognisablee to the modern viewer. As we have seen, "scientific" demonstrations and the 
lecturerss who delivered them, formed a productive and respected strand of "scientific" 
research.. As the 19th century came to a close however, attempts were made to relegate those 
"scientists""  who were more at home in the lecture hall than the laboratory, to a second order. 
Thee resistance of the professoriate to the practitioners was more than a general distaste for 
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practicall  arts, inherited from Renaissance science. There was also a long-standing 
convictionn that abstract representations — words and mathematical symbols — were the 
prerogativee of the higher social orders. Fierce semi-public rows developed as practical 
electricians,, for example, formed guilds to compete with the academic hierarchies of the 
universitiess and Royal Societies from which they were excluded. At stake in these debates 
wass the distinction between different kinds of intellectual processes and how they should be 
valuedd and socially distributed. Moreover, who owned what knowledge base became a 
matterr of cultural negotiation in which all the participants recognised that there was 
somethingg to be gained or lost in the final settlement. 

Forr the scientist, the struggle at the end of the century was motivated by the formation of a 
remunerativee academic career structure regulated by a professional elite. The eventual 
foundingg of a professoriate, within the established academic institutions and Royal 
Societies,, who had greater access to technically-sophisticated, experimental apparatus, had 
thee effect of regulating the control of knowledge. The outcome of this tension for science 
wass that, by the turn of the century, technology was not only downgraded but, for the first 
time,, it became strongly differentiated and defined as a practical art which was regarded as 
dependentt on science. Since the methodologies of the amateur scientist were also practical 
andd based on direct observation, this group too found itself disenfranchised in this 
reorganisationn of the discipline. The effect was that a distinct barrier was placed between the 
professionall  and practical practice of science. In one sense, a piece of intellectual property 
wass appropriated from popular culture and formalised in a restrictive discourse, access to 
whichh was governed by exclusive institutions. Whatever the consequences of the 
antagonismss were for technologists and scientists, the general public was totally excluded 
andd began to use the new technologies, which increasing only represented science, as a 
spectaclespectacle to be enjoyed rather than a discourse to be engaged with. Although this 
demarcationn was most pronounced in Britain towards the close of the century, it was a trend 
whichh eventually also overtook the United States despite its egalitarian claims. 

Thee efforts of the United States to construct itself as an independent and prosperous nation 
insistedd upon a commitment to technical innovation. Achievements in technology, which by 
thee late 19th century was becoming a differentiated term to imply control of the 
environment,, became linked with the national projects of post-Civil War reconstruction and 
economicc growth. By the time Turner had published his influential paper, The Significance 
ofof the Frontier in American History, in 1894, popular scientific journals were encouraging 
thee pioneers to leave the birch canoe and advance themselves and the frontier through high 
schooll  - in effect, science was chronologically subsequent to a developed technology. As 
withh many other aspects of the republican cultural development, for example the search for 
neww forms of social conduct as diverse as spelling and capital punishment, the meaning of 
technologyy was also influenced by the politically-inspired imperative for the United States 
too distinguish itself from Britain and Europe. Charlotte Porter's study which "documents the 
effortss of Philadelphia naturalists who proposed a distinctively American system of 
zoologicall  classification" also notes that, in the founding charters of natural history societies 
andd learned academies, rhetoric about patriotism and republican values in science and 
technologyy was commonplace". Science had to explain technology, and Sally Gregory 
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Kohlstedt'ss study of domestic engagement with scientific ideas in the United States shows 
howw modifications to the British habits and protocols of science education shaped the 
diffusionn of knowledge and stimulated a more practical and vocational understanding of 
science.. American commitment to science, Kohlstedt suggests, began within the home and 
concludedd with careers.244 

Sciencee as a career 
Sciencee in education was understood as an occupational possibility and a route to personal 
advancementt consequently, in addition to the high school, the particular domestic space of 
thee parlour was also used in American homes for scientific education. This was a semi-
privatee room for entertaining friends, distinguished from the European drawing room or 
salonsalon by its essentially informal domestic nature. As a consequence, she suggests, the study 
off  science became integrated with entertaining visitors and the routines of family life and, 
quitee naturally, included women and children as active participants. Further evidence of 
familyy involvement with science is evident in the countless examples of wives' and 
daughters'' illustrations to texts published under the patriarch's name. The passage from this 
too the more public engagements at lecture halls and exhibition spaces and child education 
carriedd with it some of its domestic origins and republican values. Middle class parents used 
theirr influence over the academies to present science as a set of career opportunities which, 
combinedd with a certain informality of teaching procedures inherited from its domestic 
precedence,, reoriented it away from the European ideal of a quest for new knowledge. It 
situatedd science within the same educational and economic frame as technology, regarding 
bothh as tools with which to confront the hostility of nature. 

Theree were three important influences on the way that Americans professionally engaged 
withh scientific knowledge; French academic models, the military and large business 
ventures,, each of which determined the nature and scope of the research. After the Civil War 
engineeringg laboratories were founded in research-based universities to recuperate some of 
thee perceived weakness in theoretical studies. The theoretical work of these departments was 
intendedd to account post-hoc for the spectacular successes of civil engineering projects that 
weree almost wholly attributable to the elegant and creative practices of engineers. Two 
distinctt spheres of action developed such that whereas in science the highest accolade was 
reservedd for the theorist, in technology it was the practitioner who was most respected. As 
Layy ton suggests: "By 1900, the American technological community was well on the way to 
becomingg a mirror-image twin of the scientific community. Unlike the situation in Britain 
andd Europe, the relationship was more equable and democratic. Since science tended to be 
understoodd as technology-led, the task of the professionals was to provide theoretical 
explanationss for technological solutions that already existed."245 

AA prime example of post-hoc rationalisation of technology through science is American 
sociall  Darwinism. In the wake of the commitment to science and education, and the 
enormouss number of patent applications, an anxiety developed that increasing uses of 
technologyy threatened to weaken the human forces that had built the United States. If, as 
Darwinistss suggested, species responded to the environment through processes of natural 
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selection,, it was argued that machines, health care and education would only obstruct the 
naturall  process by which mankind was genetically strengthened. The consequence would be 
thatt eventually man would lose his position at the top of the biological chain. A re-
interpretationn of Darwin's chief ideas to account for social change, however, neutralised this 
fear.. Huxley and Spencer fused a scientific generalisation of biological evolution with a 
beneficiall  view of society. As Drinka puts it: 

Huxleyy and Spencer popularised the sociological concept that the capitalist 
markett place and the imperialistic colonial world were the arenas in which 
evolutionn occurs... Soon the 19th century Western world was pictured in the 
popularr imagination as the high point of the evolutionary spiral.246 

Withh social Darwinism, technology could be understood as something "natural", or at least 
inevitable,, that had to be explained by science as another challenge to be negotiated, in the 
advancementt of mankind, preferably to the advantage of American economic development. 

Laytonn identifies specific impacts of the particular relationship between scientists and 
technologistss in the United States. In the first place, he suggests, it contributed to a rapid 
changee in technologies, often described as technological growth, that had quite specific 
sociall  effects or "dislocations".247 In the second, technologists saw themselves much more as 
scientistss and, as such, bore littl e social responsibility for their work. "The scientific self-
imagee caused engineers to portray themselves as logical free thinkers, free of bias and 
emotion,, and it promoted an 'above the battle' neutrality on the part of the profession."248 The 
speedd of change, and the absence of social responsibility, converged to shape a popular 
engagementt with the enormous expansion in technological development that was not only 
determinedd by the social and economic conditions, but also by its distinct relationship with 
science.. For the ordinary American, technology, like science for the European, was 
somethingg that was inevitable; it just "happened" and had to be reconciled with the 
generalisedd view of the environment. The vast civil engineering projects — bridges, 
railwayss and the telegraph — that were unavoidably visible, represented progress, not just 
inn terms of economic growth and efficiency, but as an inexorable part of human 
development.. Technology confronted the American public as a co-extensive with nature — 
inn the European sense. For those who opposed it as alien, it nevertheless had to be responded 
too as though it were part of the natural order of things — literally, another frontier to be 
tamedd — and it was the task of scientists to account for the changing environment with 
rationall  explanations and promises for the future. 

Conclusion n 
Thesee different attitudes to the science/technology hierarchy in Britain and the United States 
aree matters of cultural history, but they begin to draw attention to ways in which the general 
perceptionn of technology, and the expectations of both professionals and the public, mesh 
withh social, political and economic factors to shape technical solutions. Different attitudes 
too science impacted on the way that the cinema was invented locally, not only in terms of 
popularr reception, but also on the minds of inventors, by defining limits and expectations of 
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whatt could and should be done. Just as there were material constraints on inventors seeking 
engineeringg solutions, such as machine tolerances and metal composition, so there were also 
mentall  constraints on how to develop an idea by what might be represented in an invention. 
Off  equal importance, these factors affected lay interest in these topics. For some 
technologistss — Paul, Doublier et al — the public became the heuristic for the development 
off  possible representations of the mental models. In this "workshop" the cinematograph was 
radicallyy transformed from one of active participation to passive consumption through the 
heuristicc of its public interface. 

Thee impact of this changing relationship between the various groups who were actively 
involvedd in the scientific project has not been fully mapped in relation to the emergence of 
cinemaa as a public entertainment. At the close of the 19th century new patterns were 
emergingg to regulate how various professionals could interact. It was also a period when a 
longg process of professionalisation finally culminated in the transformation of amateur 
interestt from an active participation to a more passive consumption. This did not go 
unchallengedd and, just as engineers and technologists resented their new roles, amateur 
scientistss also exhibited resistance to exclusion from a project in which they felt they had 
somee investment. The dynamics of this process of disenfranchisement can be traced in the 
wayss in which publications that were aimed specifically at non-professionals gradually 
changedd their editorial policy and their appearance, and the way in which practice has been 
regardedd retrospectively as ahistorically subordinate to abstraction. Under re-examination, 
however,, the close of the 19th century marked a significant reversal in the modern scientific 
projectt that, from the 17th century, had progressively engaged with a wide intellectual and 
sociall  spectrum. 


